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Uses a combo of red 630nm 660nm and Infrared 
710nm 850nm 900nm LEDs which is chosen to 
give the ideal light intensity for biological effects 
anywhere on the body.





Hold the unit over the painful area at a distance anywhere from touching the skin 
to 1 inch away from the skin , Depending on the depth of treatment desired . The 
Red light penetrates up to 1 inch into your �ssues or joints.

For wrist treatment For finger treatment For knee treatment

Use the Dosage Chart below to find the best Dosage to treat your injury.
Dosage Chart

Do not keep the device on for more than 5 minutes at a �me. If you want to treat 
several parts of your body consecu�vely, turn off the device for at least 1 minute, 
a�er every 5 minutes on . This will keep the unit from overhea�ng.

The treatment spot is an area covered by the red light beam.A small joint i.e. 
knuckle of a finger, should have only one treatment spot, because the light shines 
over the en�re affected joint.



126x30mm

630：660 nm
710：850：900 nm

>250mw/cm2@surface 3inch:68mw/cm²

2-3



1、  Wavelength: 630nm，660 nm, 710 nm, 850nm, 900nm
2、  Timer: 5minutes default                 3、  Three modes：
(a)  Mode1(All LEDs working)：630nm，660 nm, 710 nm, 850nm, 900nm
(b)  Mode2(Only red working)：630nm，660 nm；
(c)  Mode3(Only Near infrared working)：710 nm, 850nm, 900nm；
4、  Support pulsing func�on.
5、  Bu�on opera�on：
(a)  Press first �me：Mode1； (b)  Press second �me：Mode2；
(c)  Press third �me：Mode3；(d)  Press fourth �me：Mode1 +10Hz Pulsing；
(e)  Press fi�h �me：Mode2 +10Hz Pulsing；
(f)  Press sixth �me：Mode3 +10Hz Pulsing； (g)  Press seventh �me：off.

Research points to a brief “quench period” that takes place in the cells when 
NIR light is pulsed. Although it lasts only a few milliseconds, this short pause 
makes a big difference, allowing cells that are under oxida�ve stress to 
respond even be�er to light. Then it is much be�er for cells s�mula�on and 
recovery with pulsing therapy.
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